DIAmond/IVV Driving Instructor Training
Target Audience:

The course is designed for license-holders with at least 5 years’ experience who hold a
current IVV or RoSPA advanced driving qualification (or equivalent) and who wish to
become qualified DIAmond/IVV Driver Trainers.

Language:

English

Aims:

To develop delegates driving and instructional skills to enable them to reach the
standard required to qualify as an DIAmond/IVV Light Vehicle Driver Trainer.

Objectives:

At the end of the course the delegate should be able to:
 Understand/deliver theory presentations in the following subject areas:
 Becoming a Better Driver/Causes of Collisions
 Information, Observation, Anticipation
 Hazards and the System of Car Control
 Anticipating Hazards in the Driving Environment
 Driver’s Signals / Control Skills
 Automatic Gearboxes
 Commentary Driving
 Driving on Multi-Lane Carriageways
 Cornering
 Vehicle Dynamics
 Overtaking
 Positioning
 Night Driving
 Driving on Graded Roads
 Manoeuvring at Low Speeds and Parking
 Pre-Driving Checks/Cockpit Drill
 Safe Journey Management/Tiredness and Fatigue
 Demonstrate effective classroom management techniques
 Demonstrate effective presentational skills and use of teaching aids in a
classroom environment
 Explain the facilitators and barriers to learning









Assessment:

Effectively perform all pre-driving checks with full explanations
Effectively perform a demonstration drive to a high standard to students in
a safe, systematic, smooth and progressive manner over a wide variety of
road layouts and traffic conditions
Give an effective instructional commentary whilst driving with students
Demonstrate effective instructional ability with student’s by providing
remedial help and advice during the drive (at appropriate times) and by
debrief at the end of the drive
Complete a full and effective written report at the end of the student’s
drive.

On-going assessment throughout the course is carried out using a range of methods:
observations, questions and demonstrations etc.
Final assessment of overall driving and classroom/in-car instructional ability is by
means of classroom presentations and driving/instructional ability demonstrations to
an independent DIAmond/IVV examiner on the last day of the course.

Prerequisite:

Have held a valid driving licence for a light vehicle for at least 5 years and hold a
current IV DIAmond/IVV or RoSPA driving qualification (or equivalent)

Certification:

DIAmond/IVV Driver Training certificate will be issued upon successful completion of
the course and test on final day

Duration:

6 days (5 days training with independent DIAmond/IVV test on the 6th day)

Validity:

2 years

Venue:

OTI facilities Muscat, Safah and Mukhaizna or the client’s facilities in Oman or abroad

No of Delegates:

3 delegates per course
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